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plan seems to vary a great deal
with the size of the department,
the size of the professional
pool, and effort put forth by
members of that department.

Garrison acknowledged the
presence 'of some "dinosaur
depat ments" -on'. campus, but
declined to specify any. She said
that some departments have not
set any goals; probably because
of the lack of "qualified"
minority and women profes-
sionals'in the field.

Among the several academic
departments surveyed at random
by The T'ech, the Departments
of Earth and Planetary Sciences
and Mathematics are suffering
the most from extremely small
employment pools. According to
Course XII Administrative Offi-
cer Lynn Hedges, there are only
six blacks holding PhD's in Earth
Science in the continental
United States, and MIT has little
hopes of employing any of
them.

Professor Kenneth Hoffman,
Chairman of the Mathematics
Department, stated that of all
the mathematics doctoral grad-
uates in the country, only 6%
are women. He estimates that of
the total 1200 math graduates
produced per year, only five to
ten will become potentially
employable at a tenure level at
MIT. "And besides," he
continued, "we have to compete
with.the nine other distinguished
math departments in the coun-
try for those people."

Other departments are so
small that having or lacking one
person could greatly affect per-
centages. The Department of
Philosophy presently has one
woman assistant professor, but
no blacks are even listed in its
AA goals.

Figures often satisfy the
quantitative requirements but
not the spirit of the Institute's
hiring plan. Department of Arch-
itecture Associate Professor
Leon B. Groisser said, "Numbers
is not the problem in our depart-
ment, nor is it position, but one
particular position - design
studio head instructor." He
noted that there are nine un-
tenured women on the faculty
and instructing staff of Course
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By Greg Erwin Lemke
The MIT Dining Service, still

re c overing from the recent
cooks' strike, is now finding
itself at odds with the Student
Center Committee (SCC) over
weekend use of Lobdell Dining
Hall.

The dining service currently
uses Lobdell for the new
19-meal-plan Commons, an ar-
rangement which involves use of
the large hall 'in the Student
Center on Saturday and Sunday
evenings.

The SCC objection to this
arrangement, as outlined by
committee chairman Katrina
Wooton, is -that such usage pre-
cludes the possibility of SCC and
other social activities on those
evenings.

'"Of the 74 planned weekends
last year," Wooton explained,
"over half of them had both the
Sala (de Puerto Ricoy and Lob-
dell scheduled, either by us or
some other group."

"The schedule was just as full
this year," she continued,
"We've simply had to cancel
events."-

Wooton said that the incorn-

patibility of the Lobdell 19-meal
plan and SCC events was caused
by two areas of conflict.

"With people eating dinner
there (Lobdell) on those nights,
the soonest that any event can
start is around 10:00pm," she
pointed out. "This is due to the
fact that people generally aren't
out of the hall before 8:30, after
which time the place has to be
cleared out and organized."

"Secondly," Wooton added,
"the clean-up after Saturday
night events must be done on

Saturday night in order for the
place to be in shape for Com-
mons on Sunday morning. This
clean-up involves paying workers
overtime wages, which amount
to a big expense - around $100
or so per event. Many groups
can't afford this."

Wooton said that before the
19-meal plan was instituted,
Lobdell could be cleaned up on
Monday morning, when workers
are paid straight wages.

"Basically, because of the
(Please turn to page 6)

he said. "Zoning laws, lack of
low-cost suburban housing and
opposition to every form of
mass transportation all serve to
keep them in the center of the
city where they pay the high
taxes required for the upkeep of
the facilities that we in the
suburbs use for free." "Busing,"
Chomsky continued, "whether
intentionally or not, only affects
that group (the- poor) and thus
raises very strong class feelings.
The people in the suburbs don't
want to have to deal with what
they consider to be strictly the
problems of those in the inner
city... The' only solution is to
break down the whole system
and integrate all of society."

Louis Menand, Assistant to
the Provost and lecturer in poli-
tical science, disagreed that the
people at MIT are "doing fioth-
ing." "Even though the Institute
as such may not take a stand,
that doesn't mean that the indi-
vidual faculty members aren't
doing anything," Menand said.
"Just last week, for example,

(Please turn to page 5)

By Jules Mollere
MIT and Harvard are "doing

nothing" about Boston's busing
problems because, according to
Noam Chomsky, Professor of
Modern Languages and Lin-
guistics, "It doesn't affect us
directly."

Chomsky said that "other
than a few talk sessions that I've
attended, nobody is doing any-
thing." This inactivity, he said, is
due to the fact that MIT and
Harvard are both suburban insti-
tutions.

According to Chomsky "the
whole burden of busing is on the
poor in downtown Boston. It's
their children who are being
bused, not the children in the
suburbs, and as long as that's
true nobody outside of down-
town Boston is going to say a
word."

Chomsky cited this sepa-
ration of urban and suburban
concerns as an example of the
"segregation in our whole
society." "The poor people 'are
just as rigorously excluded from
the suburbs as the blacks are,"

By Craig Bura
There will be continuing pres-

sure in the future to expand old
systems of mass transit and to
construct new systems, ac-
cording to Louis J. Gambacinni,
Director of the Rail Trans-
portation Department of the
Port Authority of New York and
New Jersey.

Present public and political
opinion is acting in favor of mass
transit development, Gambacinni
told an MIT seminar last Friday.
Public transportation develop-
ment in the past has been hin-
dered by the "American concept
of freedom of travel," imposi-
tion of procedural requirements
by the Urban Mass Transit
Administration, and by unstable
political leadership that pre-
vented long term planning.

The Federal Mass Transit
Assistance Act passed in 1970

now provides $1 billion per year
in mass transit grant funds,
Gambacinni said. Future pro-
grams are expected to boost
total grants up to $3.50 billion
per year.

Utilization rates of the Port
Authority Trans-Hudson
(PATH) rail system- have
recently increased after having
declined steadily from a 1927
peak of 113 million people per
year to a low of 26 million
people per year in 1966. Gamba-
cinni attributed the increased
use to public opposition to the
construction of new city high-
ways, the energy crisis and a
national economy that can no
longer afford wasteful use of
parallel transportation modes.

Growing "maturity and sea-
soning" of the Department of
Transportation' -is making the

(Please turn to page 5/,

By Farrell Peteral
Qualified minority and wom-

en employee candidates are
being actively sought in many
sectors of MIT in an effort to
implement the Institute's Af-
firmative Action plan, according
to Patricia A.;'-arrison, Assistant
to the Equal Employment Offi-
cer.

The plan, first drawn up in
1969 and revised many times
since, is MIT's effort to comply
with federal laws prohibiting
discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, national origin, or reli-
gion; These laws require that
higher educational facilities
receiving federal funds employ a
proportionate number of women
and minority students.

Garrison stated that the re-
vised plans for 94 departments,
labs, and centers included in the
overall MIT plan were submitted
to the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare last
March. Most departments are
putting forth a strong "good
faith effort" to meet their hiring
goals, -she said, but many are still
falling short.

The Institute plan calls for
employment goals of 23 black
and 62 female faculty by July
1974. compared to only 16
black and 56 women faculty
members in September 1974.
Similar discrepancies can be
found in what the plan calls
"other academic and admini-
strative staff'" employees, with
the only exception being in the
number of female administrative
staff, which lists six more than
the goal.

Generally the problems in
finding qualified. blacks are
greater than those encountered
in searching for women, said
Garrison, because the employ-
ment pool for blacks is smaller -
a problem also stressed by many
department AA officers. Hiring
Oriental employees seems to be
no problem in most depart-
ments, and other minorities
(American Indian, Spanish
Americans) are so small in
absolute numbers that employ-
rment efforts are limited to very
few available people.

Departmental implemen-
tation of the Affirmative Action

IV, but the pressure for contin-
uing Affirmative Action is
coming from the women stu-
dents and faculty members.

"The women students and
faculty feel there is a good pool
of women design instructors and
the~othier~faculty don't,' Grois-

(Please turn to page 6)
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In line with the trend of the last two years,
the Technology Community Association is en-
countering difficulty finding blood donors for
its 1974 Fall Blood Drive, now being held in
the Student Center.

Appointments to donate have dropped for
the second year in a row, and the blood drive
organizers are- finding they have to rely more
and more on "walk-in" donors to meet their
drive goals.

MIT has been one of the largest donors of
blood in New England since the annual drives
began many years ago, but is now being
challenged by other institutions such as Harvard
University. The Institute still gathers enough
blood during the four annual drives - during
the Labor Day' weekend, in the fall, during IAP,
and in the spring - to retain free blood
privileges for members of the Institute com-
munity, but donations are falling off.

Appointments scheduled in advance this
year'for the 10-day fall drive were down to
IO05, the lowest in several years, according to

TCA member Wendy Goodman '76. Goodman
attributed the low advance response to the
strike earlier this year by members of the
Service Employees' International Union at MIT,
which curtailed interdepartmental mail service
and made distribution and return of the
appointment forms difficult.

As of last night, the drive had netted 823
potential donors, who donated a total of 704
pints of blood. Walk-in donors contributed a
major portion of the blood, with approximately
180 pints being donated by people who had not
made appointments.

In the living-group contest (in which living
groups are competing to have the highest
percentage of residents donating blood) Burton
3 and Pi Kappa Sigma appear to be leading in
the dormitory and fraternity competitions. PKS
has 16 pints donated to date, and is ahead of
Beta Theta Pi (15 pints) and Pi Lamda Phi (13
pints). The Burton floor, with 20 pints, is
leading Baker 6 (14 pints), and Baker 3 (12
pints).

SC: proles ver Lobdell bA %Mx .prob] emn s ovHer L 6aD Ae1MIT's busing attitude
Caused by remoteness

Fed maoves show hope
for transit development

Affirmative Acticon: unto e t go als

Blood donations dropping
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Envronm en t seen as weapon
By Craig Bura .

The US has used weather
modification as a weapon in the
past and may develop new envi-
ronmental weaponry in the
future, according to Gordon
MacDonald, Henry Luce Pro-
fessor of Earth Sciences at Dart-
mouth and Director of the
Environmental Studies Project.

In the Vietnam War, silver
iodide crystals were used to seed
clouds in an attempt to increase
rainfall along the Ho Chi Minh
trail thereby hindering transport
of enemy supplies, MacDonald
said. The project, initially code
named Popeye, lasted from 1966
to 1971 and involved over
13,000 sorties.

The cloud seeding technique
used involves the release of
many minute pyrotechnically
produced silver iodide crystals
into clouds containing super-
cooled water vapor, explained
MacDonald. These crystals act as
nucleation sites for the forma-
tion of ice particles which over-
come the updrafts within the
cloud and fall toward the gound.
The net result is either rain or
snow, depending on the temper-

NOTES
* Watergate and the CIA: The
Washington Connection? A Center
for International Studies seminar,
will be held in the Millikan Room,
E53-482, at 12 noon Thursday.
Speakers will include NBC News cor-
respondent Ford Rowan (who is cur-
rently covering the Watergate trial in
Washington), and Ann Rowan, legis-
lative aide to Rep. Michael
Harrington (D-Mass). Ms. Rowan's
recent work has been concerned with
the CIA's role in Chile, which was
exposed by Rep. Harrington. Bring
your own lunch.

* The following hearings for grad-
uate seats on Institute committees
are being held. Nov. 7th 6:00 Walker
Bldg. Silver Rm: open Hearings for
vacancy on the Committee on Stud-
ent Environment. Nov. 11th 6:00
Walker Bldg. Silver Rm: open
Hearings for ,acancies on the Com-
pton Lectures Committee Lincoln
Laboratory Committee' Pre-
Professional Advising & Education
Committee also Sub Committees Pre
Medical & Pre Law only. Nov. 14th
5:30 Walker Bldg. Silver Rm: open
Hearings for a vacancy on the Disci-
pline Committee.

* There will be an MIT Auto Club
meeting Wednesday November 6, at
8:00 in the Student Center West
Lounge.

* Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics presents a general semi-
nar on Air Traffic Control Process
today (Tuesday, November 5, 1974
in Room 35-225 at 4:00pm. Pro-
fessor Robert W. Simpson, MIT
Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics will be the speaker.

* Proposals for Special Summer
Programs are to be submitted to this
office by Thursday, 7 November
Details of a proposal can be deve-
loped after the indicated deadline.

PROFESSIONAL
for

Educators, Authors,
Architects, Dissertations,
Theses; Reports, Cassettes-
You tape iti ... We type it

8 WINTER ST. BOSTON
1278 MASS. AVE. HARVARD SO.

423-2986
THE SKILL BUREAUeb

ma_

Take A 
Tech Break
. . forlunch

... for cocktails

Tech Square
House

545 Main Street
Cambridge, Mass.i

864-8194

ature at the ground.
After syndicated columnist

Jack Anderson leaked the facts
behind the top secret project to
the public in 1971, the admini-
stration decided to investigate
US policy toward weather modi-
fication, MacDonald said.' No
conclusion was made concerning
military policy, MacDonald
added, but it was decided that
weather modification should be
pursued for peaceful appli-
cations.

At the 1974 Summit Presi-
dent Nixon and Soviet Comm-
unist Party Leader Leonid Bresh-
nev signed a bilateral agreement
restricting either party from
using environmental weapons on
each other. No agreement was
made concerning policy toward
other countries.

Other environmental weapons
that are being investigated are:

- The use of explosives or
the lubrication of underground
fault planes to produce earth-
quakes.

-- The use of atomic ex-
plosives to break off large
portions of the continental shelf
and produce tidal waves.

- The use of chemicals to
cause ozone depletion in the
upper atmosphere and subject
people below to high energy
radiation that is otherwise ab-
sorbed by the ozone.

- The stimulation of 10 cycle
per second oscillations in the
earth's "electrical atmosphere"
that would match the alpha
rhythym of the human brain and
result in incoherent behavior.

MAKE:

JL ANAL

For a limited time only, you can trade in your old, tired blood at
the Sala. In exchange, you will get the satisfaction of knowing that

.you have helped to save a life. And, as a special incentive for the
MIT community, each donor will get a coupon entitling him/her to
a medium Gershman's cheese pizza for only $1.00 (only one per
donor - you can't give more than a pint anyway) which is good
until November 23 (please mention the coupon when calling in your
order). So make an appointment now (forms all over the Institute,
and at the TCA office), or just walk in at the Sala. Please, help save
a life.

Seminar on Merit and

Equality in a Just Society
THURSDA Y; NO VEMBER 7, 4:00prn

Lecture Hall 9-150

Regulating the Poor in the 1970's

FRANCES FOX PIVEN, Political Science,
Boston University

Respondent: Michael Lipsky, Political Science, MIT

Sponsored by the Technology and Culture
Seminar at MIT
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1975 Engineering Graduates
Aeronautical - Mechanical * Electrical

i

It couDl be yoer
first buairding block
in a fascinatling career
Far more versatile than most people know, the
helicopter provides scores of unexpected services. -
Yet, in its application, VTOL (Vertical Take-off and
Landing) craft is virtually in its infancy. Supporting,
technology, too, continues to present wide areas for
exploration and long-term development.

On-going programs at Sikorsky offer many growth
opportunities in DESIGN (aircraft structures;
propulsion systems; transmissions; rotor, hydraulic &
flight control systems; electrical/electronic systems);
TEST and ANALYSIS (structural, loads, dynamic,
stress, mass properties, reliability/maintainability'
electrical/electronic systems; technical computing);
and MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING (planning,
methods, processes).

Starting salaries and benefits are excellent. And our
suburban location in Stratford, Connecticut is rich in
living and cultural advantages.

See your Placement Office now to arrange a
convenient interview when our representative visits
campus on the above date.

X-

%OF
ODIV'SON OF UNITE) AIRCRAFT CORP

A -

An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f)
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FOR T a

g..o Sle thru COLEGE!
Full Time. Part Time. Weekends. Days or
Nights. Solve tuition costs with a job that fits
your schedule. Drive for Boston's largest cab
company and count on guaranteed earnings.
excellent commission and tips. steady cus-
tomers. Top benefits. Must be over t9 years of
age and have Mass. driver's license.

Apply to Employment Office Monday
through Saturday. See Mr. Russell.

Let your driver's license work for
you... Drive for us.

TAXI CO.P284 St. Botoiph St-.. Boston
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Buddy's Sirloin Pit
39 Brattle St. Harvard Sq.

(located in Cardell's Restaurant)

Larry the Barber
formerly at Tech Square

is now located at

Tower Barber Shop
302 Washington St.

Wellesley Hills
Tel: 235-9691
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Sirloin Steak Dinner $3.25 - Chopped Sirloin Dinner $1.50

Wine by the glass * * * 120z. Michelob 60c
We use only USDA Inspected Western Steer Beef with no
tenderizers, fillers, or coloring added (unlike the beef in some other
restaurants).

Opel 11:30am - 9:00prm. Closed Sunday

MIT:-Musieal Theatre Guild Presents
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Robot te
-By Mitchell Trachtenberg
The world is well on its way

towards fully automated assemn-
bly lines and robot-equipped
houses, and could very well
achieve both within ten years,
according to R. Joseph Engel-
berger, founder and president of
Unimati iOn Inc. and Con-
s6oii dated:-Cont rols.

;· , . ~- 

. In a; talk sponsored by tlhe
epartment of Mechanical Engi-

neering, given here last Friday,
I Engelberger -called upon sci-

entists and engineers "working
in avant-garde institutions to
"'come down from their ivory
towers" and work towards
designing practical robots for
"the real world." He complained
that researchers in his field were
oyerly concerned with glitterand
refused to recognize "the
overriding importance of cost
effectiveness."

Unimation, working with its
Japanese affiliate, has already
produced nmore than one thou-
sand 'robots", machines that
can.replace people on assembly
lines and in hazardous fields. A
film made by Kawasaki' Heavy
Industries showed Unimation's

U-'nimates" at work, cutting dry
ice, moving bricks, and heavy
gears that were still red hot from
heat treatment, and performing
spot welds on motorcycles. More
impressive, however, were scenes
of- Unimates at work keeping
large number of lathes supplied
with metal p/eces to tool. In one

A representative of New York University's
Graduate School of Arts and Science will be at
your campus on Friday, November 15 from 1:30
to 4:30 for the purpose of counseling prospective
graduate students interested in learning general
information about our Graduate School as well as
specific information about housing, financial aid,
the thirty-one different departments comprising
the-Graduate School, and the advatages of under-
taking graduate work in New York City. Please
contact Ms. Jackson for an appointment.

scene, a robot working with hot
material "knew" enough to stop
on occasion to dip its gripper in
water.

Engelberger presented a list
of desirable goals for robot
improvements that he believes
can be achieved by 1985. Onie
improvement which he thinks
wotud be of great importance is
the development of a robot that
can determine the nature of
items set before it, regardless of
their orientation, muclh as a
human being can find a sphere
mixed in a number of cubes.

To this end, Engelberger said,
both rudimentary vision and
touch senses will be important
inmprovements, in robots. Present
day machines require that ob-
jects that they work with be in a
precise place and have a precise
orientation when they reach for
them.

Also seen for the next decade
are the development of two way
voice communications between
men and robots and far greater
mobility, compactness, and
energy efficiency. Present day
robots are huge devices which
must ride upon rails.

Engelberger said he hopes to
see a symbiotic relationship de-
velop between man and robots
with the two working together
and producing much better pro-
ducts than are available today
with much less effort. Tasks that
need not be done by men could

be done by robots, thus freeing
men to do more important
things.

Fields that could be
over by robots include gas
bution, sanitation, and
venience food distribution.

taken
distri-

con-

Also in the near future, accor-
ding to Engelberger, is the robot
equipped house. The robot
could provide a repair service,
answer phones and doorbells,
and provide fire and burglar pro-
tecion. "In fact," says
Engelberger, only half in jest,
"the robot would not only sound
the alarm and get everyone out of
the burning home, but could then
go on to put out the fire."

Although he shied away from
discussing ethical and moral
problems which have concerned
many people in light of the
increasing use and ability of
robots, he did say that he has
spoken with George Meany,
President of the AFL-CIO.
According to E ngelberger,
serious problems could probably
be avoided if robots are
introduced only as fast as
personnel retire. One question
that interests labor officials, who
will make the robots?
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Trying to get plane reservations or
waiting in long lines at Logan Airport
for your ticketscan be an extreme
hassel during the Thanksgiving and
Christmas seasons.

with a confirmed reservation. Then
just let us know when you want to
pick up your ticket and we'll have it
ready for you. it's that easy! I n fact
we have a Mail-a-Ticket plan for those
who can't stop in.

If you're going to the Caribbean,Europe;
skiing...ask about our special Packages!

Our new " ONE-STEP " service
eliminates all this. By representing
every airline your one call to us puts
you on the airline of your choice

ALLEGHENY- DELTA- EASTERN -TWA NATIONAL- NORTHWEST- UNITED
AIR NEW ENGLAND

WHOL WLD TREHAe L
4 BRATTLE STREET (ON HARVARD SO.; CAMBRIDGE Open Mon-Fri 10-6 Thurs. till9 Sat 10-5 661-1818
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being assigned a substantial share Iof the
blame.- 

In Magdalena, Mexico, where Ford'
walked through the streets in'shirtsleeves,
reporters followed and fought off 'people
trying to rip typewriters out of' their
hands. At Magdalena's city 'hai there-
.were six inoperative telephones for the;
100) or so journalists.

In Oklahomna City, Nessen informed
some, but not all, of the reporters that
Ford would have an ad lib comment on'
foreign policy. The comment, one of the
biggest news stories of the day w as: "I
am concerned that if we get a Congress'
that is veto-pf-oof" (i .e. Democratic) - . . .
peace could be in jeopardy." As a' result
of Nessen's mistake, and further failure to1'6
provide time for reporters to file their
stories, upwards of 1000 radio stations
did not receive news of Ford's comment
until hours later.

In Cleveland that night, Ford'
completely shed the sham mantle of-
bi-partisanship he had been wearing and''
accused the Democrats of destroying the
bipartisan foreign policy which had-'
developed during Ford's first term in
Congress in 1 949-50. Nessen continued;
his mistakes by neglecting to provide; a- -
Ford veto message to the wire servicses,'
which are supposed to receive all'
information first, until approximately ~
one hour after other journalists had the
announcement.

Nessen has been clearly upset in daily''
briefings at the White House and it is
possible that his skin will not be as thick
as Ron Ziegler's. A consensus is forming
that Nessen, like Ford, is out of his league
in his current position.

Vote. vote now, vote often.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 
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Pectin in A 7
problems confronting the nation.

My ~~Absence of violent politia cini
rhetoric overdue and more ,than welcome. Last
has sub- week this reporter went- on the campaign

rige to be trail with President Ford. As an example
a Con- consider Ford's appearance before a $500

u-ess it is per, person dinner and rec eption of the
political Cuyahoga-Lake Cony Republican

now, and Finance C-ommittee in a Cleveland hotel.
ermood There were a few pickets outside carrying

forts the a total of two signs. The protestors were
best be for the most part quiet and well-behaved.

cern with Ford sat behind a football labeled-
ng and "WIN." No disruptions of the
cians will speech occured and there was only on-e
the major Secret Service man near Ford.,

T he c ontrast between Ford's
appearance in Cleveland and a similar one
by then Vice-President Spiro Agnew in
1971 was remarkable. Agnew addressed
the annual Lincoln Day dinner of thle
Middlesex Counity Republican Committee
in a Boston hotel. Several hours before

of a page the scheduled speech time, a few
)rt. I call thousand anti-war protestors gathered
ise of a one-half mile from the hotel for a rally.
Lr column After rallying, the group marched on the
- Teakc- hotel, massed before the front door and

25, 1974 commenced throwing rocks, bottles, and
ray is not other objects. This observer was standing
hold the -in front of the hotel when an object flew
as docu- past my, head and hit -a nearby column.

The object was a variant of the bolo used
W on the Argentine pamnpas. This bolo

Lllor consisted of three' heavy glass balls tied
e year was together on foot long cords. As I walked
'tlorn toteinside to hear Agnew -dvocate law and
icellor, an order, I envisioned how the dent in the
clorpoDr.to column would have looked in my
.ute's aca- forehead. F:ifteen Secret Service agents
s with all surrounded Agnew as he walked into the
rhis juris- hall; they stood between Agnew and the
deputy to dinner guests as the speech was delivered.

ute's chief One of them carred a small attache case
rl s~enrvs ta s designed to contain a Uzi sub machine

PreIstituen gun. -During Agnew's oration, a reporter
President, for the Boston Phoenix, wearing long hair
ons of the' and a dirty, ragged Army jacket, stood up
serves as-a a~nd moved toward Agnew when the
ittee of the ex-VP referred to long-haired hippies. He

was escorted from the hall in about three
Chancellor seconds by thirteen security agents.
tion of his Something fundamental has clearly
his leaderT- occurred inl passing fromn a national leader
)t reletedI speaking with a phalanx of armed mnen
iebilit^ies of standing between him and the crowd to
al national Gerry Fiord giving his "just folks" pep
Consequent talk to Republican'stalwarts. Whether the
legation of mood shift was carrie d by the

personalities involved, the end of the
usiasm for draft, the withdrawal from Vietnam, or a
r. Stratton sense of impending economic doom is
iew status- difficult to ascertain, but the change is
inhar sens clearly perceptible.

takcing the Rnlse
rnal affairs rConsiderable dissat isfaction exists
iinistrative within the White House press corps over

allocated the performance, or lack thereof,. of
Presidential Press Secretary Ron Nessen.
The campaign swing through Mexico,

.Bartlett Arizona, Oklahoma,. and Ohio was a
Librarian logistical disaster. Nessen is rightfully
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Inl Case of Insomnia-.

lE~lections
By Storm Kauffman

Well, today is the big day. Those of
you who registered to vote in
Massachusetts get your chance to "toss
the brigands out." Or keep them. In any
case, you should exercise your franchise
(which~ is undoubtedly out of shape and
in need of a workout). After all, you
went to all the trouble of registering, anpd
it is a chance to prove wrong all those
people who feared the student vote.

Statewide, the Governor race is the
biggie, a contest between two essentially
identical candidates. The Republican is
Francis Sargent, the Democrat is Michael
Dukakis. Both are liberal with very
similar platforms, the major bone of
contention (don't you love my never
ending stream of cliches?) is whether
Sargen-t has performed well in his past
term.

For Attorney General, the candidates
are Francis Bellotti (I).), Josiah Spaulding
(R.), and Jeanne Lafferty (Soc. Workers).
Other state offices include Secretary,
Treasurer, and Auditor.

For Congressman f rom the' Eighth
D~istrict, there is Thomas P. O'Ne~ill (D.)
who has been House Maj ority Leader and
has done a fine job (in my opinion,
whether you want it or not). Opposing
him are James Kiggin (US Labor) and
Laura Ross (Comm.).

Depending on exactly where you live
in Cambridge or Boston, there are various
state races on which you will be asked to
vote.

In addition, varying with location,
there are about eight questions onl the
ballot. Several can be of major
importance to MIT and its students, and
voters should not skip over them.

Question 1: A state constitutional
amendment permitting legislative recesses
up to 30 days upon vote of both houses.
Volume of committee work indicate yes,
possibility of dragging heels indicates no.

Q ue sti on 2: A constitutional
amendment reducing the House- of
Representatives from 240 members to
160 by 1979.- For the cut is convenience
of a smaller house and savings in the
budget, against it is the possible loss of
minority representation. It is unlikely
that minority representation will be hurt,
while the smaller house should require its
members to be "mnore'- open, more ac-
countable, and more responsive to the
needs of the people," as stated in the
Boston Globe editorial favoring the.
amendment. I also suggest an affirmative
vote.

Question 3: (Important!) This is the
constitutional amendment which would
permit the state to give aid to private
colleges and their students. From an MIT
viewpoint, there is no doubt that passage
of this one is desirable, and Chancellor
Gray has distributed a letter suggesting a
yes vote. One of the arguments against is
that the aid is a way to bail out the
private universities, which are faced with
rising costs and dropping enrollment.
Unless you're so sick of this place that
you want to see it go down the tubes,
vote yes.

Question 4:(1mportant!) This amend-
ment would permit use of highway funds
for mass transit, though not require such
expenditure. For many students, mass
transit is the chief mode of, getting off
campus. Vote yes, unless you think every-
one should have to walk.

Question 5: An amendment requiring
a stringent set of campaign financing laws
anal creation of a Corrupt Practices Corn-
missionl. The similar 1973 law may not go
far enough, but has not yet been tested.

Question 6: In your opinion should
various agencies be consolidated under a
nlew De pt. of Health Systems Regulation.
Improved coordination versus increased
bureaucracy .

Vo en ce
By Peter Peckcarsky

1 9 74 by Peter Peckarsk.
-'The fever pitch of political

and action, some of it violent,5
sided across America. It is stran

saigthis in the middle of
,ressional. campaign, but neverth

trne. There is the rhetoric of the.
year, which we are experiencing 3
above and beyond that the deep
of the citizenry which supp(
rhetoric. That mood could
described briefly as mounting con(
personal economic well-beir
disbelief that Washington politic
do anything soon to ameliorate t'

Lete
Chancellor
To the Editor:

Enclosed please find a copy 
from the 1956 President's repo
this to your attention becau
statement- you have made in 'you-
entitled "In case of insomnia
wood Wow,"' In the October 
issue of The Tech. Chancellor Gi
the "first and onl- " person to
position and title, of Chancellor
mented by the enclosed.

THlE YEAR IN REVIE
Appointment of the Chance

Tile most notable event of the
the election of Dr. Ju lius A Strati
newly established post of Chan
action which was taken by the C(
at its June meeting. As Chanc
Stratton administers the Institi
dernic program in -all its parts
academnic officers coming under
diction. In addition, he serves as

the Presidenlt, who is the Institt
executive officer. The Chancellor
the general executive officer for a]

-affairs, and, in the absence of the
is authorized to have. all the pc
perform all the duties and function
President. As Chancellor he also 
member of the'Executive Commil
Corporation.
- The creation of the post ozfI
for Dr. Stratton came in reco-nil
great contributions to MIT and I
ship in science and education bo,
and nationally. The appointment
the increased scope and responisi
the Institute, its many and unum;-
obligations at this time, and the ci
need for a greater sharing and del
its administrative responsibilities.

I speak with delight and entht
the still closer partnership of Dr.
and myself made possibleI by his n
We have long worked together wi
of common purpose and extra'ord
cert on policy. With Dr. Strat ton
major responsibility for the inter
of the -Institute, our joint adm
efforts will be more effectively
and organized.

Eleanor L.

Institute Archives
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You've always been conscientious about saving
money. You rarely pass up a discount or a good
sale. How come you haven't gotten around to get-
ting any SBLI? Savings Bank Life Insurance has
just about the lowest cost 5-year renewable term
and straight life insurance you can buy. Have you
forgotten our middle name is "Savings"?

Cambridgepot'
Savings Bank-
689 Mass. Ave. in Central Square
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Inst. enrollment up
from MIT. The money from MIT women students out of a total of

tool, is used primarily to pay salaries 83 students. In the spring of'74
dult and employee benefits. there were 18 minority students
five The instructors include some and 15 women students out of a
s to outside instructors but are totalof 116.

83 mainly professors and graduate Better than 70% of the stu-
this students from MIT. dents complete the courses they

The school does not award take. This percentage is ex-
ame degrees and therefore is not ac- tremely high for a night school.
lted credited and cannot accept Wel- Wedlock noted that Lowell

·to fare or V.A. trainees. school students are usually con-
ring The students are usually cerned with the practical aspects
iate young adults employed full time of technology; they want to find
id a as technicians who want to solutions, whereas MIT students
rent improve present skills or learn are more interested in theory

new skills for career advance- than application.
the ment. There is an open admis- The Lowell School will ac-

cted sion policy and the only require- cept MIT students who are inte-
( to ment is a high school diploma, rested in the more practical
hni- although some courses require a applications of modern techno-
isive background in electronics. logy, but the cost of these
and In the Fall of '73 there were courses are not covered by MIT
ring 13 minority students and 7 tuition.

The Harvard Law Forum presents JANE FONDA
speaking at 3:00 PM on November 8th in the Ames
Courtroom, Austin Hall, at Harvard Law School.
Tickets $1.50 in advance at Holyoke Center, or
$2.00 at the door. For more information, contact
the Forum at 495-4417.

about Boston buasing
(Contiln ued f/om page 1)

several faculty members signed
an ad in the Boston Globe sup-
porting desegregation. All in all
I've talked to a great number of
individuals who want to help."

Menand guessed that one of
the reasons for the lack of orga-
nized action of statements is
that "people aren't quite sure as
speaking from MIT what help we
could give."

"MIT doesn't own any land
in Boston, we have no faculty
members living near the troubled
areas; we're just not directly
involved. That doesn't mean
we're not .concerned nor that we
don't want to help, but any
statement by MIT as such would
just be gratuitous."

:- Menand said that one of the
ways the Institute could help:
would be to provide tutors for
those missing school due to the
busing troubles.

Mass transit getting
higher priority now

(Con tinu ed fro m page 1 )
future development of a national
transportation and public policy
plan quite possible, according to
Gambacinni. Today the public
transportation industry still lacks
long teffn (20.-30 year) planning.

Future development of mass
transportation systems must
minimize concentration on tech-
nical problems and concentrate
on institutional and public plan-
ning problems, according to
Gambacinni.

we're committed to continuing this rapid growth.
You can count on a real opportunity at
J. T. Baker Chemical Company.
More involvement. Faster personal growth.
Visibility. And all the advantages

of a big company
without the problems.
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By D.L. Thompson

The Lowell Institute Sch
MIT's' night school for a
technicians, has reversed a
year decline in enrollments
increase it's enrollment from
to in the fallof 1973 to 183
fall.

Bruce Wedlock, who beca
director in July 1973, attribu
the school's previous illS
competition from neighbor
schools which offered assoc
degrees in technical areas, an
failure to keep abreast of cur
technical developments.

Wedlock said he believed
increased enrollment reflec
the Lowell Institute's ability
offer courses in the latest tec
cal fields and MIT's exten
facilities to students, courses
facilities that neighbor
schools cannot offer. A
important was a small ad
tising campaign to make
public aware of the Lov
School's offerings.

The Lowell Institute
created by the will of J
Lowell in 1836 and is a fi
which originally provided
public lectures for the citizen
Boston. The school, which
founded in 1903, is funded
the Lowell Institute and loca
on MIT's campus.

Today the school is provi
with $31,000 annually from
Lowell Institute,' $10,000 fr
tuition, fees, and profits fr
the Lowell Institute Bro
casting Company and $35,(

MIT 'doing nothiz

MARTIN JUDGE
ON CAMPUS

NOVEMBER 20
i -1974.
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New England
VWomen's Service

Free Counseling and Appointments
made for pregnancy - Birth Contro!, Gynecology and Abortion

Free Pregnancy Tests . . ,.f

Open 9am - 9pm Monday - Friday; Saturday 9-5

1033 Beacon St., Brookline, Ma. Call (617)73831370 or 738-1371

A HARVARD MBA7
Discuss the Master in Business Adrninistration Program with an
Admissions Representative from the Harvard Business School. 

WED., NOVEMBER 6
OFFICE OF

CAREER PLACEMENT
Learn how the Harvard MBA prepares men ancd women to be
competent, responsible and efficient administrators in industry
and non-profit organizations. Harvard Business School students
have diversified majors and degrees. No course prerequisites are
required for admission. L
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Hurry uP and meet De Kuyper's Sloe Gin.
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(C(on ti ued frio m page. 1)
plan, people are getting in there
later, if at all, and are paying
more for it," she asserted, "so
much more that the annual ad-
ditional cost would be about
$4,000. If Commons and SCC
events want to share the place,
the money has to come from
somewhere."

According to Wooton and
other committee members, the
overall problem was aggravated
by the fact that the SCC did not
know that the dining service
planned to use Lobdell for its
new meal plan.

"They didn't tell us," she
said. "They didn't ask us. The
first we knew of this was at the
beginning of September, and it
came as somewhat of a shock."

Wooton pointed out, how-
ever, that the cooks' strike did
help to alleviate the problem to
some extent.

"The strike came at the right
time for us," she stated. "With
all Commons in Walker, we
could still have some events in
Lobdell. With the cooks back to

Affirmative Action
falls short of goals

(Con tinued froim page 1)
ser stated. "They'd like us to
change the Affirmative Action
plan to bring in professional
women." He cited budgetary
and pool size problems as limita-
tions and added, "We're not
doing as well as we'd like to."

The largest MIT department,
The Department of Electrical
Engineering, is having some suc-
cess in hiring women, according
to Professor David Epstein, one
of the EE Department's Equal
Employment Representatives.
There are presently three EE
women professors, one less than
the July 1975 goal, and a black
faculty member was just ob-
tained, reaching another goal.
Epstein noted that Professor of
Electrical Engineering Mildred
S. Dresselhaus' has been in-
valuable in contacting and
attracting women to the depart-
ment.

Among the problems men-
tioned most often in fulfilling
the Institute's objectives is that
numbers do not accurately indi-
cate the amount of effort used
to locate prospective employees
who turned down offers. In an
effort to increase the long-range
employment pool, most depart-
ments are now making an effort
to attract more minority and
women students and sub-faculty
academic employees,

Garrison, commenting on the
present plan, said it is "well
written" but its "success is
dependent upon the contri-
bution that the total Institute
community gives." She ex-
pressed satisfaction for the over-
all effort, attributing much of
the success to the February
1974 reorganization of the Per-
sonnel Department. As Mathe-
matics Chairman Hoffman put
it. "We've got it in the right
gear."

work we really can't have any."
Assistant Dining Service

Director Arthur Beals said no
firm commitment had been
made yet, but said alternatives
to the present situation had been
advanced. 

"I really think that there are
no obvious solutions," Beals
said. "There have been some
proposals put on the table, but
nothing very definitive."

Wooton, on the other hand,
said that it had been proposed
that the weekend Commons plan
be moved to Baker, MacGregor,
Walker, or even to Twenty

Chimneys.
"Baker is our first choice,"

she said, "but the house admini-
stration seems pretty cool to the
idea. Right now, we're also
checking into the possibility of
using MacGregor."

The Dining Service and the
SCC have already met twice to
discuss the issue, and will meet
again today. Although plans-for
acc o m o dat i on are possible,
Wooton considers them unlikely.

"'I really don't think there
can be any solution," she said,
"until the committee sees week-
end Commons out of Lobdell."

0
a

412 Green Street Behind the
Cambridge Central Square
661-1866 YMCA

Owned and operated
by Harvard MBA's

Monday- Friday
8am - 6pm
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De Kuyper's Sloe Gin is a very different, very
delicious liqueur, flavored just sweet enough
by the sloe berry. You can take it on the rocks

or mixed with just about anything. For starters,
just try any of the recipes below. De Kuyper's
Sloe Gin- "sloe"' with an "e," not a "w."

Abominable Sloeman
Pour 2 oz. De Kuyper Sloe
Gin over ice cubes in a tall
glass. Add ginger ale. Top
with a twist of lemon and
stir gently. Se'rve with straw.

Sloe Ball
Combine 11/2 oz. De Kuyper
Sloe Gin, orange juice and
the juice of ¥,4 lime. Pour
over ice cubes. Stir well.
Garnish with lime wedge.

Sloe Joe
Shake 2 oz. De KuyperSloe
Gin and 1 oz. of lemon juice
well with ice. Strain into
cocktail glass or pour over
rocks. Garnish with. cherry.

(CommonsCs bloks Lobdell use

Auto-toriurn

o BELL BOTTOMS'
· LEVI'S

o LEE'S

e WRAA LER'S

CENTIAI WAR
SURPLUS

4,33 IMA.SS, AYE.
Central Square

Cambridge
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Although Seiji Ozawa and the Boston
Symphony did give magnificent perfor-
mances of Schoenberg's Violin Concerto
and Gurrelieder last summer at Tangle-
wood, we have not had the massive
onslaught of Schoenberg's music that a
centennial celebration usually brings
forth. This is likely due to the "intellectu-
alism" and "dissonance" with which
many people associate Schoenberg. David
Epstein chose a program for the MIT
Symphony Orchestra's first concert of
the season (last Saturday night in Kresge)
designed to illuminate Schoenberg's con-
cern for tradition, and the concert was
dedicated to his memory. The program
consisted of Schoenberg's transcription of
Bach's St. Anne Prelude and Fugue, his
Theme and Variations (Opus, 43b), and
Brahms' Violin Concerto with Rosemary
Harbison as soloist.

A very useful method for analyzing
EBach fugues involves the use of multi-
colored highlighters in the score. Schoen-
berg's transcription of the St. Anne Pre-
lude and Fugue may be seen as an
auditory version of the same technique.
Many things, such as two themes overlap-
ping in one voice, are clarified by the
instrumentation that he used. Though the
goals differ markedly from those of Sto-
kowski ("If Bach had had the resources
of the modern symphony orchestra avail-
able to him, this is what he would have
written..."), the end result is a similarly
sensuous sonic experience. The St. Anne
transcription is a treacherous piece to
play because the texture often exposes
individual instruments, and it must be
said that some of the solo playing was
distinctly flawved. That aside, the sheer
sound of the orchestra and of the piece
was gorgeous, and it made one wonder
why this transcription is not more often
heard.

Schoenberg's Theme and Variations is
considered by some to be an inferior

I

evidence for analysis or not, for they are
Lenny's own words and one can't get
much closer to the truth than that.

The production of the play was also
commendable, especially the casting. The
choice of Marty Brill for Lenny was
superb. A comedian himself, costarring
on the Dick Van Dyke show and also
holding the record for the most appear-
ances on the Johnny Carson Show (42),
Brill was incredibly adept at personifying
the role. He embodied the man so com-
pletely in his mannerisms, wit, etc., that
it was difficult to keep in mind that it
was Brill and not Lenny on stage.

Aside from Brill's excellent perfor-
mance, notable jobs were done by many
of the supporting actresses and actors.
Ann McCurry, who played the stripper
who was.at times his lover, at times his
wife, and at other times just a good friend
fit the part remarkably well. She was
sexier and certainly more curvaceous than
most strippers I've ever seen. Moreover
when the part demanded more depth she
provided it skillfully. Also mentionable
were the performances of Mary Small and
Sid Ben-Zali.

Although at this point I am sorely
tempted to close with my interpretations
of Lenny Bruce, I fear that I too would
be treading a shaky tightrope. I can only
urge you to go to see the play (for
reservations, call 426-8600) and make
your own conclusions.
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deals both with an idea. he had for a
"history" of the Who and with the bases
of Quadrophenia. It grates a bit) though,
and a song like Slade's "Cumin On Feel The
Noize" would probably make a bietter
rock anthem.

The rest of Odds & Sods is copy-
righted 1974, though some of the num-
bers trace back much further. "Glow
Girl" spins a variation from Tommy with
lines of "It's a girl, Mrs. Walker, it's a
'girl;" "Put the-Money Down" and "Faith
In Something Bigger" are adequate, if
undistinguished, Who; and "Now I'm a
Farmer" is a rather rough tune from the
era of "Dogs" and "The Seeker" with an
amazing vocal done by Keith Moon on
the word "gourds."

And the last of the recent tunes is the
only John Entwistle track on Odds &
Sods, a typically bizarre number about
being on the road, called "Postcard." The
horns and "local color" are a nice touch,
and the overall style is reminiscent of
British loonies Syd Barrett and Kevin
Ayers.

Certainly, Odds & Sods will not satis-
fy any burning desires among Who fanat-
ics seeking new Who; what the album
does provide is yet another dimension
to the background of one of England's, if
not the world's, oldest, most successful,
and most talented rock bands.

"Rock is dead - long live rock."

work. Composers and analysts who built
their admiration for Schoenberg on what
they felt to be his uncompromising use of
the twelve-tone technique were offended
by his "backsliding" into tonality in this
piece, written for a concert band in its
original form (Opus 43a). Nonetheless, it
is a fascinating piece to listen to, and
another gorgeous sonic experience.
(Schoenberg's masterful use of the or-
chestra is too often overlooked by those
in search of other aspects of his music.)
Again, fine playing from the group as a
whole, with some flawed solo work.

The Brahms Violin Concerto is justly
one of the most popular of all violin
concerti. Its location on this program
inevitably encouraged comparisons with
the Schoenberg pieces, and indeed
Schoenberg and Brahms shared a deep
interest in the music of the past and in
underlying structure. As usual with David
Epstein's performances, his concern for
structure was equally evident and mani-
fested itself in tempi that fit into a
careful plan. To my ears, the extremely
slow pace of the last movement, (marked
in the score "Allegro giocoso; ma non
troppo vivace"), did not quite work;
perhaps this is only because I am accus-
tomed to a much faster tempo here from
recordings such as Heifetz/Reiner and
Stern/Ormandy. Rosemary Harbison's
sound was big enough to carry even
through the loudest orchestral tuttis,
though her tone was sometimes a little
strident as a result. Some of the rapid
double-stopped passages also exposed
some faulty intonation, but the accuracy
with which she negotiated the difficult
triple- and quadruple-stops was most im-
pressive.

If I had some qualms about the eve-
ning's performance, particularly in the
Brahms, they should not take away from
the impressive effect of the whole con-
cert. The sound of the orchestra is better
than ever, and will no doubt improve
even more as the players get more used to
working together later in the season.

The MIT Chamber Players made their
debut in Kresge on Wednesday, October
23. The Chamber Players are a select
group of individuals chosen for their
musicianship and technical proficiency,
and their playing is in a high level indeed.
I was unfortunately unable to hear the
concert on the 23rd (I was out of town
that night), but the dress rehearsal
I did hear was evidence of both fine
instrumental playing from all concerned
and careful thought about interpretation
from the group and its director, Marcus
Thompson. The Chamber Players' future
concerts are highly recommended.

Odds & Sods - The Who (Track)
This is not a new Who record;' what it

-is is a collection (put together by Who
bassist John Entwistle) of old songs never
before included on any album, outtakes
from earlier records, and unreleased cuts
that had been slated for different proj-
ects. Which is not to say that Odds &
Sods is a money-making compilation of
second-rate material; it certainly isn't.
The truth may be that the Who are trying
to finish off a contract with TrackMCA
Records, and this sort of album is a
perfect solution; the question is raised,
though, assuming that premise, of why
these specific songs were chosen. An
easier record to assemble might well have
been a Mleaty, Beaty, Big and Bouncy
Volume ![, consisting of singles like

"Relay".' "Join Together," and the phe-
nomenal "Let's See Action," plus old
B-sides like "Heaven and Hell," "Dogs,"
and "Baby Don't You Do It," and any
other similarly unavailable memorabilia.

But such is not what Odds & Sods is
all about; it is a remarkable tribute.to the
Who that such a collection of admitted
odds and ends is as good as it is. And it is
very good. Chronologically, the numbers
begin with the first Who record, "I'm the
Face," written by one Peter Meaden in a
most blues-derived fashion back in 1964.
The jump is then four years to the '68
attempt at an American Cancer Society
anti-smoking jingle, called "Little Billy,"
which is very typical of the Who's era of
"Happy Jack'"-esque light pop.

1971, the time past Tommy and the
first ruminations during the recording of
Who's Next about Towiishend's ulti-
mately abortive LifeHouse film project, is
represented by three tunes, two of which
are the best tracks off Odds & Sods. The
"insiduous horror of excess" is the theme
of the weakest of the trio, "Too Much Of
knything," and, though the song is good,
it serves little past clarification of just
what LifeHouse might have been all
about. "Pure and Easy" and "The Naked
Eye" are great, however; the first has
reared before, both on Townshend's solo
record Who Came First and in "The Song
Is Over" from Who's Next, but the band's
version is devastating and definitive. "The
Naked Eye," supposedly built around a
live riff and which was never released on a
planned EP, foreshadows some of the
storyline of Quadrophenia's self-analysis
and combines Townshend's writing and
the whole group's performance at a bril-
liant peak.

"Long -Live Rock" is a 19 73 song that
briefly surfaced in That'll Be The Day, a
movie about fifties rock in England and
starring David Essex, Ringo Starr, and
Keith Moon; it's fairly anthem-like, and
Townshend in the liner notes says that it

The playhouse literally rocked with
laughter.

However, on a more'somber note, we
also hear Lenny as he speaks of himself
and the world around him. Even though
he is honest, astute, and sometimes pain-
fully touching, his words are still inade-
quate. Sometimes he blames anti-
Semitism, sometimes Victorian prudery,
most of the time he seems somewhat
unsure of what the real causes are.

Secondly, Barry never detaches Lenny
from his environment. We hear flashes of
what is happening in the outside world,
and see how it subtly affects Lennie. We
see the musicians come down from their
platform to get high and joke with
Lenny. Always we view Lenny in con-
tact with his audience, having a drink
with an admirer, asking for help in
remembering where he left off when he
was just too high on cocaine to remember
for himself. Barry perpetually portrays
Lenny as a whole, not a lot of splintered
fragments that give delusions of reality.

These two techniques give us the
ability to view Lenny objectively. Instead
of being thrust into the maddening dance
ourselves, bombarded with emotions and
illusions, leaving us just as confused as
though it were our own life, we are
allowed to sit back, omnisciently, and
analyze that jigsaw puzzle of a man. We
can do this without too much worry
whether what. we are hearing is reputable
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The Who

by Neal Vitale

Lenny Bruce
by Cheryl Allen

From one joke to another, from one
bust to the next, and finally from one
high until the last, Lenny Bruce was
tossed and twirled thro ugh that mad-
man's dance called life. But what was that
incredible driving force, that incompre-
hensible push o6 desire that gave Lenny
the strength to stand up in front of
crowds, in fact in front of the world, and
proclaim in his own hilarious fashion that
they were all full of shit. Unfortunately,
his dance is over and we'll never know for
sure; however, there is much insight to be
gained from Julian Barry's play, Lenny,
which opened last Tuesday night at the
Charles Playhouse.

Since Lenny was so often misunder-
stood, Barry doesn't dare tread that
shaky tightrope and explain that perplex-
ling man to us. He leaves that task to the
viewer. It is our duty to pull what we can
from the play in order to formulate our
own opinions. This Barry does in a most
admirable way.

To begin with, most of the lines in the
play are the words of. Lenny Bruce
himself. Obviously this adds to the enjoy-
ment factor for what could be more
entertaining than to use Lenny's own
scripts for the numerous comedy rou-
tines. With Marty Brill, a good comedian
in his own right, playing the title role, the
audience could barely control its mirth.

D e b i S . f S: I

The Who, circa 1964
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Team -entries for this will be accepted at the

year's.IM cross-country meet, starting point of the race.
to be held on Sunday, Nov-- * * * *
ember J0 at 11:00 am are .There will be a meeting of
due in 'the IM Managers' the Women's Athletic
Office, W32-121 by 5'00pmOffice, W32-121 by 5:eipm sCouncil, open to the public,
tomorrow. Individual entries tonight at 7:30 in the con-
will be accepted until ten ftnigh room at duPonth:ference room at dupont:..
minutes before the starting
time. Awards will be given to
the winning team as well as to The IM wrestling tour-
the first 15 male and the top nament will be held Saturday,
five female finishers. November 16, in the duPont

Wrestling Room. Team
· * * * rosters for the tournament

are due in the IM Managers'
The 1974 fall IM cycling Office, W32-121, by 5;00pm

meet will be held Saturday, on Monday, November 11.
November 9, at a location All teams are urged to send a
just east of Belmnont. Regis- representative to the seeding
tration forms should be re- meeting, which will be held at
turned to the IM Managers' 8:00pm on Tuesday, Nov-
Office, W32-121, by 5:00pm ember 12 at SAE, 484 Bea-
Friday, but late registration con Street, Boston.
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By Glenn Brownstein
MIT's varsity soccer team ran

its record to 1-9-1 last week,
tying Boston College and losing
to Springfield and Tufts. The BC
and Tufts games also counted
toward the standings of the
Greater Boston League, in which
the Engineers finished last this
year with an 0-3-1 mark.

MIT played one of its best
games this year against Boston
College, tying the Eagles 1-1 on
BC's artificial turf. Engineer cap-
tain Ray Marotta '75 scored
MIT's only goal on a penalty
kick thirteen minutes into the
game to give the Engineers a 14)
lead.

MIT controlled first-half play,
relying on hustle and antic-
ipation to head off BC drives
and set up the Engineer offense.
BC's difficulties could be traced
to too little -movement and too
much passing, as the Eagles exhi-
bited good ball control but
could not get their offense
moving.

In the second half, though,
MIT's offense stalled, and BC
got a number of excellent shots
at Engineer goalie Charlie
Sommer '76. The Eagles finally
evened the score at the fifteen-
minute mark, when inner John
Weedon headed in a Mike Perry
corner kick.

Although BC completely out-
played MIT in the final twenty
minutes, the Engineer fullback
line of Greg Hunter '76, Dave
Fett '77, and Fred Faller '77
played very well, preventing the
Eagles from getting the game-
winning goal.

MIT had less success with
New England's top small-college
team, Springfield, however, as
the Indians tallied a late first-
half goal and added two -more
early in the second period to top
the Engineers, 3-1.

Springfield, despite out-
shooting the Engineers by an
astonishing 25-3 margin in the
first half, could not score until

the forty-one minute mark due
to excellent goaltending by
Sommer (18 first-half saves) and
skillful work by the pressured
MIT defense.

In the second half, the MIT
offense, wvhich had done very
little earlier in the game, came
alive and got a couple of good
chances inside before Springfield
broke the game open on two
goals within a five-minute span
of the period.

Fred Tsuchiya '76 finally
scored for MIT with ten minutes
remaining in the game, as his
twenty-yarder deflected off one
of three players standing ten
yards in front of the goal,
changed direction and trickled
by the stunned Springfield
goalie.

Last Tuesday at Tufts, MIT
suffered its worst defeat so far
of the season, dropping a dis-
astrous 6-1 decision to the
Jumbos.

Tufts, an excellent passing

team, broke through the Engi-
neer defense time and time again
in the early moments of the
game, opening the scoring at
14:50 on a beautiful head just
past So m mer's reach. Ten
minutes later, the Jumbos scored
on a corner kick, only to have
MIT's Lampros Fatsis '77 retali-
ate ten seconds later, as two
passes after the kickoff led to a
long shot that the Tufts goalie
overran, allowing Fatsis to come
in and head the ball into the net.

After that goal, however, the
embarrassed Jumbos bounced
back to take over the play and
overwhelm MIT, scoring thirty
seconds from halftime and then
adding three more in the second
half as the demoralized Engi-
neers could not organize any
kind of an attack.

The Engineers will attempt to
end their very disappointing year
on a high note, as they take on
the Coast Guard at Briggs Field
in the season finale Saturday at
2:00.
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